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Abstract: An Attribute-bounded encryption (ABE) presents a hopeful result for stretchy entrance 

manage over perceptive individual health reports in a portable health concern scheme on peak of a 

civic cloud communications. Conversely, ABE may not survive simply functional to trivial strategies 

owed to its considerable calculation cost throughout decryption. In this trouble might be improved by 

hand averring important divisions of  these decryption processes to divisionally influential revelries 

like cloud attendants, but the rightness of the entrust calculation could be at risk. Thus, preceding 

workings facilitate clients to authenticate the fractional decryption by utilizing a cryptographic 

obligation. 

Index Terms: Attribute-based encryption, Cyber physical systems, Cloud Computing, Mobile 

healthcare. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

In mobile healthcare systems, medical devices are equipped with cyber capabilities and located close to 

patients to collect clinical data and report diagnostic information. Such devices could be 

semiconductor-embedded smart intelligent sensors which are implanted inside the patient’s body and 

work for real-time quantification of pathological symptoms. 

For diagnostic reports, personal health devices transfer private medical information to storage centers 

which manage these data in the form of electronic health record (EHR). Currently, many cloud service 

providers offer medical information services such as IBM Cloud Solutions for Healthcare, Google 

Cloud, and Azure for health in practice. 

An Attribute-bounded encryption (ABE) presents a hopeful result for stretchy entrance manage over 

perceptive individual health reports in a portable health concern scheme on peak of a civic cloud 

communications. Conversely, ABE may not survive simply functional to trivial strategies owed to its 

considerable calculation cost throughout decryption.  

In this trouble might be improved by hand averring important divisions of  these decryption processes 

to divisionally influential revelries like cloud attendants, but the rightness of the entrust calculation 

could be at risk. Thus, preceding workings facilitate clients to authenticate the fractional decryption by 

utilizing a cryptographic obligation. 
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II. RELATED WORK 
 

In the existing Delegation have the problem of trustworthy .We don’t have delegation at that time to 

give support for any kind of queries. There is no attribute based encryption(ABE). Attribute-based 

encryption (ABE) cannot be simply applied to lightweight devices due to its substantial computation 

cost during decryption. This problem could be alleviated by delegating significant parts of the 

decryption operations, but the correctness of the delegated computation would be at stake. 

To conquer these troubles, accept a calculational trivial obligation system to ABE. And in the system, a 

dispatcher entrusts to a memo with a casual invent and throws the product to a recipient. Present the 

recipient get well the memo and the unsystematic currency properly, he preserve validate whether the 

obligation worth is valid. Though, the dispatchers produce an obligation cost with merely public 

constraints. 

In addition to we focus on inconsistent out resource decryption systems stands on commitment and 

MAC, and their security vulnerabilities. Specifically, were view as representative commitment and 

MAC-based schemes, respectively, to show that they are all vulnerable to our attacks. However, it is 

important to note that our attack scenarios are not limited to them. 

  

III. PROPOSED WORK 

 
This project demonstrates that the previous commitment or MAC-based schemes cannot support 

verifiability in the presence of potentially malevolent cloud servers. We propose two concrete attacks 

on previous commitment or MAC-based schemes. We propose an effective countermeasure scheme for 

securing resource-limited mobile healthcare systems. Provide a rigorous security proof in the standard 

model, demonstrating that the proposed scheme is secure against our attacks. 

The experimental analysis shows that the proposed scheme provides the similar performance compared 

with the previous commitment-based schemes. Outperforms the MAC based scheme. In that proposed 

system we are easily identify the trusted healthcare services by using the effective countermeasure 

scheme.  

 Figure.1: System Over view 
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DATA OWNER: 

In this module, Data owner has to register to cloud and logs in, Encrypts and uploads a file to cloud 

server and also performs the following operations such as View Profile, Upload Patient Data, View 

Uploaded Patient Data Verify Uploaded Files  

 CLOUD SERVER: 

 In this module the cloud will authorize both the owner and the user and also performs the following 

operations such as View All Users And Authorize, View All Data Owners And Authorize, View 

Uploaded Files, View Attackers, View Transactions, View Patient Rank Result, View Patient Time 

Delay Results, View Patient Throughput Results  

Key Server:  

In this module, the key server performs the following operations such as Register and Login View Key 

Request and Permit.  

End USER:  

In this module, the user has to register to cloud and log in and performs the following operations such 

as View Profile, Search Data, and Download Patient Report. 

Data Analysis: The proposed commitment scheme resembles digital signature since both the 

commitment value and signature are unforgettable. The key difference is the number of verification 

keys: the proposed scheme only issues a global verification key while the signature scheme requires 

each data owner to issue its verification key. One may view that the proposed scheme is akin to group 

signature. However, the anonymity of data owner is not a concern in the proposed scheme, while the 

signer anonymity is pivotal in group signature. 

The proposed work follows the following Algorithm: 

Application to ABE: 

The proposed scheme can run on top of any ABE schemes as long as they are equipped with 

outsourced decryption capabilities. Suppose that ABE :Setup, ABE: Key Gen, ABE: Enc, ABE: P Dec, 

and ABE: F Dec are ABE algorithms relating to setting up public parameters, generating secret key, 

encrypting data, performing partial decryption, and performing final decryption, respectively. We now 

construct a verifiable outsourced decryption scheme which hasthe following six phases. 

 step1: System setup. A key server runs the ABE: Setup and the Setup algorithms to generate master 

secret and public keys. It keeps the master secret key and issues public keys to other entities. 

step2: Key issuance. The key server runs the ABE: Key Gen algorithm and issues secret decryption 

keys to authorized users. It also runs the Key Gen algorithm and issue commitment keys to authorized 

data owners. 

step3: Data upload. The data owner runs the ABE: Enc algorithm to encrypt a message. It also runs the 

Commit algorithm to generate a commitment value. The result is uploaded to the cloud server. 

step4: Partial decryption. The cloud server runs the ABE: P Dec algorithm to perform partial 

decryption and sends the result to the user. 

step5: Final decryption. The user runs the ABE: F Dec algorithm to perform final decryption. 

step6: Verification. The user runs the Verify algorithm to validate the correctness of the output ABE: F 

Dec algorithm. 
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IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

 
This design is important to avoid errors in the data input process and show the correct direction to the 

management for getting correct information from the computerized system. The input design is the link 

between the information system and the user. Input Design is the process of converting a user-oriented 

description of the input into a computer-based system. 

In any system results of processing are communicated to the users and to other system through outputs. 

In output design it is determined how the information is to be displaced for immediate need and also 

the hard copy output. Efficient and intelligent output design improves the system’s relationship to help 

user decision-making. 

 

            Figure.2: Commitment and Verification of four schemes in milliseconds 

Both the obligation (MAC) making and verification times increase linear to the number of messages in 

all schemes. One can observe that schemes show similar performance results with respect to the 

commitment generation and verification time. This is because both schemes require two exponentiation 

operations in G and no more. Compared with them, the proposed scheme does only one exponentiation 

in G but one additional pairing operation in GT. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
 

In this my project, we proposed two tampering attack scenarios to reveal the security breaches inherent 

in the existing verifiable outsourced decryption schemes. According to our analysis, in the 

commitment-based schemes, the cloud can skip the partial decryption by tampering with both the 

ciphertext and the corresponding commitment value. Moreover, we showed that the cloud can bypass 

the verification in the MAC-based verifiable outsourced decryption scheme even though the MAC is 

unforgettable. We then proposed a generic tamper-resistant commitment scheme for mobile healthcare 

cyber-physical systems in cloud. The proposed scheme can run on top of any ABE schemes with 
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outsourced decryption capabilities. We provided security and performance analyses to show that the 

proposed scheme provides tamper resistance while rarely degrading efficiency compared with the 

existing schemes. 
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